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Abstract 

 A hybrid Optical-Device (Phase-Conjugating Mirror Michelson Interferometer), made up of Phase-conjugate mirror 

along with ordinary mirror and Polarization Beam-splitter, is formally designed and investigated for the generation 

of Hidden Optical-Polarization States an unusual Optical-Polarization States. This weird yet ‘essentially single-

mode’ optical-polarization state has non-random ‘ratio of amplitudes’ and non-random ‘sum of phases’ in 

orthogonal bases-modes. Hidden Optical-Polarization States (HOPS) are characterized by a set of parameters, 

namely, Hidden Optical-Polarization parameters. Formal experimental schemes are presented to experimentally 

measure these parameters and, thus, offering characterization of HOPS. 

Keywords: Hidden Optical-Polarization, Optical-Polarization, Polarization Parameters and measurements 

1 Introduction 

Polarization of light is centuries-old concept discovered by E. Bartholinus and interpreted by C. Huygens 

while enunciating the theory of double refraction using secondary wavelets of light when propagated through 

quartz/calcite/spar crystal [1]. Although variant techniques such as Jones Matrix, and Coherency Matrix [2] have 

been utilized to quantify Optical-Polarization, Stokes-Parameters are still affording characterization for Optical-

Polarization since they find straightforward generalization to characterize optical field in quantum regime and due to 

their experimental viability [3].  Seminal contributions from W. Nicole, T. Young, Fresnel, Arago established the 

transversal nature of light [4], which revealed by the temporal-evolution of tip of (Electric field vector) light vector 

presessing an ellipse of non-random eccentricity and orientation known as elliptical polarization of light. This 

geometrical interpretation leads to optical-polarization. On varying ‘ratio of amplitudes’ and ‘difference in phases’ 

in orthogonal bases-modes (characteristic parameters for optical-polarization [5-6] ), the elliptically polarized light 

degenerates into linear and circular polarizations. 

 The study of polarization of light is undertaken, along with two extreme cases: unpolarized light and 

polarized light. In 1971 Prakash and Chandra [7], and independently Agarwal [8], discovered the structure of density 

operator for Unpolarized light (natural light) providing its rigorous statistical description. Lehner et al. [9] and others 

[10-11] re-visited Unpolarized light offering some new insights. The authors [7] emphasized that Stokes parameters 

are insufficient in characterizing optical polarization, especially, where correlations between field-amplitudes of 

higher-order are crucial.  Mehta and Sharma [12] defines perfect optical-polarization state by demanding SU(2) 

transformation in bi-modal monochromatic light into ‘truly single-mode’ linearly polarized mode. One of the 

authors and others [13] generalized the concept of optical-polarization by introducing bi-modal monochromatic 
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rectilinearly propagating optical field in which ‘ratio of amplitudes’ and ‘sum in phases’, rather than ‘ratio of 

amplitudes’ and ‘difference in phases’ as in usual concept of optical-polarization in transverse bases-modes, are 

nonrandom characteristic parameters and defined it as ‘Hidden Optical-Polarization states (HOPS) of light’. 

Recently generation of HOPS in Degenerate Parametric Amplification and Squeezing therein is studied if non-linear 

crystal is pumped by coherent or chaotic light [14-15]. Grangier et al.[16] generated polarization-squeezed beam to 

improve the sensitivity of polarization interferometer. Recently, N. Korolkova et al. [17] formally proposed a 

scheme, which is implemented by Bowen et al. [18] to generate polarization squeezed light and characterize 

entanglement in Polarization EPR states.  

The aim of present work deals with proposals for generation of HOPS and measurements for Hidden 

Optical-Polarization parameters. An experimental set-up is formally designed by imitating Michelson Interferometer 

in such a way that one of the plane mirrors is replaced by Phase-Conjugating mirror and half-silvered Beam splitter 

by Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS). The conceived device may be termed as Phase-Conjugating Michelson 

Interferometer (PCMI). The paper is arranged in following sections: Section 2 deals hidden optical-polarization and 

its characteristic parameters. In section 3 designs of PCMI and its working principle is outlined for the generation of 

HOPS and Section 4 consist proposals for the measurement of hidden optical-polarization parameters. Conclusion is 

also drawn.  

2   Hidden Optical-Polarization and its characteristic parameters 

A monochromatic light propagating along z-direction can, in general, be described by vector potential, 

                                               𝓐 = (𝐞�x𝐴x +  𝐞�y𝐴y)e−iψ, 𝐴x,y=A0x,0y eiϕx,y ,                        (1) 

where ψ =  ωt − kz, 𝐴x,y are classical complex amplitudes (CAs), A0x,0y are real amplitudes, ϕx,y are phase 

parameters which may take equally probable random values, 0 ≤ ϕx,y < 2π in linear polarization-basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y), k 

(= k𝐞�z) is propagation vector of magnitude k, and 𝐞�x,y,z are unit vectors along respective x-, y-, z-axes. Eq.(1) 

represents bi-modal unpolarized optical field because it requires two random CAs, ARx,yR in transverse orthogonal 

basis-modes (𝐞� Rx,yR k�) for its complete statistical-characterization. Optical field may be said to be polarized only when 

the ratio of CAs must keep non-random values, i.e. p = 𝐴y 𝐴x⁄ , where p is a non-random complex parameter 

defining ‘index of polarization’ (IOP) in the linear-polarization basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y) [19]. Then polarized optical field is a 

single-mode optical field as only one random CA suffices for its complete statistical description. If one introduces 

new parameters A0 (real random amplitude), χ0 (polar angle), Δ0 (azimuth angle), ϕ (random phase) on Poincare 

sphere, satisfying inequalities 0 ≤ A0, 0 ≤ χ0 ≤ π, −𝜋 < Δ0 ≤ 𝜋, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2𝜋, respectively, and preserving 

transforming equations in terms of old parameters, A0 = (A0𝑥
2 + A0𝑦

2 )1 2⁄ , χ0 = 2 tan−1 (A0y A0x)⁄  and Δ0 = ϕy −

ϕx; ϕ = (ϕx + ϕy) 2⁄ , the analytic signal, 𝓐, Eq. (1), finds an instructive compact form 

     𝓐 =   𝛆�0𝒜; 𝒜 = 𝐴e−iΨ; 𝐴 = A0 eiϕ ; 𝛆�0 =  𝐞�xcos χ0
2

e−Δ0 2⁄ + 𝐞�ysin χ0
2

e−Δ0 2⁄ .         (2) 

The Eq. (2) may be interpreted as the single-mode polarized optical field, statistically described by single CA, 𝐴 and 

polarized in the fixed direction, 𝛆�0 determined by non-random angle parameters χ0 and Δ0 in the Poincare sphere 

and, thus, specifying the mode, (𝛆�0, k). The complex vector 𝛆�0 is a unit vector (𝛆�0∗ . 𝛆�0 = 1) giving expression of 

IOP, p =  tan χ0
2

 eiΔ0 . Obviously, the SOP of light is specified by the non-random values of p, which, in turn, is 
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fixed by non-random values of χ0 and Δ0 defining a point (𝛆�), in the unit Poincare sphere, similar to Stokes 

parameters. In elliptic-polarization basis, (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥) [20] such polarized light (Eq.2) retain IOP, p(𝛆� ,𝛆�⊥), another non-

random parameter showing clear dependence on 𝛆�𝟎, as 

          p(𝛆�,𝛆�⊥) = 𝐴𝛆�⊥ 𝐴𝛆� =⁄  𝛆�⊥
∗ .𝛆�0
𝛆�∗.𝛆�0

,                                                              (3) 

where 𝛆�  and 𝛆�⊥ are orthogonal complex unit vectors (𝛆�∗. 𝛆� =  𝛆�⊥∗ . 𝛆�⊥ = 1,  𝛆�⊥∗ . 𝛆� = 0). Parametrizing CAs 𝐴𝛆�  and 

𝐴𝛆�⊥ by 𝐴𝛆� = A0𝛆�  exp (iϕ𝛆�), 𝐴𝛆�⊥ =  A0𝛆�⊥ exp�iϕ𝛆�⊥�, with real-amplitudes (A0𝛆� , A0𝛆�⊥) and phase-

parameters (ϕ𝛆� ,ϕ𝛆�⊥), the Eq. (3) reveals that such a polarized beam maintain non-random values of (i) ‘ratio of real 

amplitudes’, A0𝛆�⊥/A0𝛆�, and (ii) ‘difference in phase’,  (ϕ𝛆�⊥ − ϕ𝛆�),  in elliptic-polarization basis, (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥).  

 HOPS [13], being a single-mode optical field, has non-random values of ‘ratio of real amplitudes’ 

and ‘sum of phases’ contrary to single-mode ordinary polarized light where non-random values of ‘ratio of real 

amplitudes’ and ‘difference in phases’ of components of the optical field along transverse orthogonal bases-modes 

served as characteristic polarization-parameters. The characteristic parameters for HOPS can be dovetailed to define 

‘Index of Hidden Optical-Polarization’ (IHOP) in elliptic-polarization basis (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥) as  

  ph(ε�, ε�⊥)=  𝐴𝛆�⊥/ 𝐴∗𝛆�  = tan χh
2

 ei∆h ,            (4) 

where χRhR and ∆RhR are non-random angle parameters (0≤ χRhR ≤ π and - π <∆RhR ≤ π). The condition may be made more 

comprehensible if one expresses real amplitudes (A0𝛆� , A0𝛆�⊥) and phase parameters  (ϕ𝛆� ,ϕ𝛆�⊥) as  

       A0𝛆�  = AR0R cos χRhR/2, A0𝛆�⊥ = AR0R sin χRhR/2; φ𝛆�  = ζ+ ∆RhR/2, φ𝛆�⊥  = -ζ + ∆RhR/2,                                (5) 

where AR0R and ζ are random parameters (0 ≤ AR0 R, 0 ≤  ζ < 2π) satisfying AR0R = (A20𝛆�⊥+ A20𝛆�) P

1/2
P, χRhR = 2 tanP

-1
P(
A0𝛆�⊥
A0𝛆�

),  and 

2ζ =  φ𝛆� − φ𝛆�⊥, ∆Rh R= φ𝛆�⊥ + φ𝛆� . The analytic signal of vector potential of HOPS can, explicitly, be written in 

elliptic-polarization basis, (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥) as  

  𝓐 = [𝛆� cos χh
2

 AR0 eiζ R ei∆h/2+ 𝛆�⊥ sin χRhR/2 AR0 e−iζei∆h/2] e−iψ.                                        (6) 

Eq.(6) expresses analytic signal for optical field in which ‘difference in phases’, ζ is random parameter and sum of 

the phases, ∆Rh Ris non-random, a distinctive unusual property of HOPS, but its complete statistical properties are 

described by one random CA (AR0R  eiζ) or a random real amplitudes, AR0R and a random phase parameter, ζ. 

 In Quantum Optics the optical field, Eq. (1) is described by operatic-version of vector potential 

operator,  

        𝓐� = �2𝜋
𝜔𝑉
�
1/2

[(𝐞� Rx a�x+ 𝐞� Ry a�y)e−iψ + h. c.], 

              = �2𝜋
𝜔𝑉
�
1/2

[(𝛆� R a�𝛆�+𝛆�⊥ R a�𝛆�⊥)e−iψ + h. c.],                             (7) 

in linear-polarization basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y) or in elliptic-polarization basis (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥), respectively, where ω is angular 

frequency of the optical field and V is the quantization volume of the cavity, h.c. stands for Hermitian conjugate. 

Using orthonormal properties of 𝛆� (= εx𝐞� RxR + εy𝐞� RyR) and 𝛆�⊥(= ε⊥x𝐞� RxR + ε⊥y𝐞� RyR) the annihilation operators a�𝛆�  (a�𝛆�⊥) are 

seen to be related with those in linear-polarization basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y) by, 

     a�𝛆�  = εx∗  a�x + εy∗  a�y, a�𝛆�⊥ = ε⊥x∗  a�x  +  ε⊥𝑦∗  a�y,              (8) 
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satisfying usual standard Bosonic-commutation relations. While enunciating quantum theory of optical coherence 

Glauber [21] defined correlation functions of arbitrary order which may be utilized to display correlation properties 

between CAs of bi-modal optical-field, Eq.(7) as, 

  Γ(mx,my,nx,ny )=Tr[ρ(0)�̂�x
(−)mx�̂�y

(−)my�̂�x
(+)nx�̂�y

(+)ny]        (9) 

where ρ(0) is density operator specifying the quantum state of optical field, mRx,y Rand nRx,yR are arbitrary non-negative 

integers. Setting the condition on quantized complex amplitudes (annihilation operators), a�x,y by 

  a�y(t)ρ(0) = p a�x(t)ρ(0),                                          (10) 

where p is IOP, and inserting Eq.(10) into (9) one obtains correlation functions 

  Γ(mx,my,nx,ny ) = p∗mypmyΓ(M,   0,   N,   0),                                  (11) 

where M= mRxR + mRyR and N = nRxR + nRyR. The above correlation functions, Eq.(11) for optical field imbibing the criterion 

Eq.(10) is determined by IOP, p and one of quantized complex amplitudes a�x(t) revealing once again that polarized 

light is mono-modal optical field. It is, therefore, the criterion Eq.(10) may be viewed as quantum analogue of 

classical criterion ARyR = p ARxR for polarized optical field in linear polarization basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y). Similarly, having 

employed the criterion,  

  a�y(t)ρ(0)= pRhReP

-2iωt
P ρ(0)a�†x(t),                              (12) 

where pRhR is IHOP in linear polarization basis, (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y), and substituting Eq.(12) into Eq.(9), we obtain correlation 

functions for single-mode HOPS as, 

   Γ(mx,my,nx,ny ) =  ph∗myphnyΓ(M,   0,   N,   0)                   (13) 

Eq.(12) must, following similar cogent reasoning as above, be recognized as the quantum counterpart of the classical 

equation, ARyR = pRhR ARxRP

*
P for hidden optical-polarized field in linear polarization basis (𝐞�x, 𝐞�y) [cf. Eq.(4)].  

 The polarization properties of an essentially ‘single-mode’ electromagnetic field state such as 

HOPS may be described by introducing Hidden Optical –Polarization Parameters, defined in Classical optics, by, 

hR0,1R = < |ARyR|P

2
P ± |ARxR|P

2
P>, hR2 R+ i hR3R = 2< ARyR ARxR>,         (18) 

or, in Quantum Optics by, H�o,1 = a�†y(t)a�y(t) ± a�†x(t)a�x(t), H�2 + i H� 3 R R= 2 eP

2iωt
P a�y(t)a�x(t),      (19) 

where the factor e P

2iωt
P introduces only movement in phase space yet provides coherence function as in Eq.(15), and 

hence can be discarded for measurement purposes. The Hidden Optical-Polarization operators, Eq.(19) are seen to 

obey SU(2) Lie algebra,  [H�1, H�0] = [H�1, H�2] = [H�1, H�3] = 0; [H�0, H�2] = 2iH�3, [H�0, H�3] = 2iH�2; [H�2, H�3] = 2i (𝕝+H�0)  

having relationship H�12 + H�22 + H�32 = H�02 +2 (𝕝 + H�0) or H��2 - H�02 = 2(𝕝 + H�0), where 𝕝 is identity operator. Comparing 

Eq.(20) with SU (2) Lie group algebraic equations of Stokes operators, [S�0, S�1 R R] = [S�0, S�2 R R] = [S�0 , S�3 R R]= 0; 

[S�1 , S�2 ]=2iS�3,  [S�2 , S�3 ] = 2iS�1 , [S�3 , S�1 R R] = 2iS�2 one may take cognizance that hidden-polarization operator H�1 

commutes with all other parameters while  H�0 not contrary to S�0; which is distinctive and contrasting feature of 

Hidden Optical-Polarization operator clearly visible in the study of squeezing in HOPS [14-15]. 

3 Phase-Conjugating Mirror Michelson Interferometer (PCMI) and Generation of HOPS 

Michelson Interferometer (M I), offering versatile tool to study interference of light beams, had been 

applied to refute Ether-Drag hypothesis [22] and, thereby, paving the way to put forth postulate for constancy of 
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speed of light in vacuum by Einstein to propound Special Theory of Relativity [23]. A slight modification in design 

is proposed by replacing one of the two ordinary mirrors by a Phase-Conjugating mirror (Non-linear optical 

element) [24] and partially-silvered Beam splitter by a Polarizing beam splitter (PBS) (e. g. anisotropic birefringent 

crystal). So it may be named as Phase-Conjugating Michelson Interferometer (PCMI). Light from a source, S is 

allowed to incident on Polarizer, P output-light of which is the linearly polarized light, say, in the basis (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥). The 

polarized light passes through PBS (I) which separated spatially the orthogonal polarized components (ray 1↕ ; ray 2    

). The ray 1↕ travelling towards ordinary mirror, M, suffers ordinary reflection from it and comes back to PBS (I) 

and transmits it, to reach at PBS (II). Similarly, the ray 2, while returning back from Phase-Conjugating mirror, 

bears conjugated-phase with unaltered amplitude (i. e., phase conversion from ωt – kz – φ to ωt + kz + φ + 

constant), reflects from PBS (I) to superpose with ray 1↕ at PBS (II). The output of PBS (II) is obviously in HOPS, 

as explained below. 

 

Fig.1 Formal Experimental Setup for generating HOPS through PCMI; P(polarizer), M (ordinary mirror), PBS(polarizing beam splitter), 
PCM(phase conjugating mirror), HOPS(hidden optical-polarization states ).  

The working principle (Classical theory) of PCMI can be outlined by describing linearly polarized light (output at P) 

by two orthogonal components ray 1 ↕ and ray 2   with signal-wave in the basis (𝛆�, 𝛆�⊥) as, 𝓐𝛆�  = AR0R cos χ
2
 exp[i(φ� - ∆

2
 

– ωt + kz)], 𝓐𝛆�⊥ = AR0R sin χ
2
 exp[i(φ� + ∆

2
 – ωt + kz)], respectively, which is spatially separated by PBS(I). The ray 1↕ 

travels towards ordinary mirror, M wherein it suffers ordinary reflection having reflected signal-wave, 𝓐𝛆�
M= AR0R cos 

χ
2
 exp[i(φ� - ∆

2
 – ωt - kz + δM)], and the ray 2   rebounds from Phase-Conjugating mirror, PCM bearing Phase-

conjugated signal-wave, 𝒜𝛆�⊥
PCM= AR0R sin χ

2
 exp[i(- φ� - ∆

2
 – ωt – kz + δPCM)], where δM(δPCM) is constant phase 

introduced by ordinary mirror, M ( phase-conjugating mirror, PCM). The superposition of these two reflected beams 

at PBS(II) generates optical-field endowed with signal-wave, 

𝓐PBS(II) = [𝛆� AR0R cos χ
2
 ei(φ�  − ∆2 + δM) + 𝛆�⊥ AR0R sin χ

2
 ei(−φ�  − ∆2 + δPCM)] e−i(ωt+ kz). 

 Obviously the optical field at output of PBS(II) is the ‘essentially’ single-mode and in HOPS for 

the ‘ratio of amplitudes’ 
A0𝛆�⊥
A0𝛆�

, is tanχ
2
, a non-random parameter, and ‘sum in phases’φ𝛆�⊥ + φ𝛆� , is -Δ, a non-random 

parameter, on suitably adjusting δM and δPCM. Effectively, PCMI performs conversion of linearly polarized ‘truly’ 
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single-mode light into ‘essentially’ single-mode hidden optical-polarized light and thereby hiding ordinary optical-

polarization. Quantum theory of PCMI can, simply, be given by adopting quantum-mechanical operator for positive-

frequency part of vector potential, Eq.(9) and following equivalent arguments. 

4 Measurements of Hidden Optical-Polarization Parameters  

 The parameters H� 0, H�1 are obtained by simultaneous counting of photons in two orthogonally-

polarized components spatially separated by PBS. The statistical properties of the Hidden Optical-Polarization 

Parameters H� 0, H�1 may be obtained from the spectrum analyzer of which provides sum and difference of detected 

photon numbers. The formal experimental setup for their measurement may be sketched as in fig.2.  

                                            

Fig.2 Formal Proposed experiment for measurements of the Hidden Optical-Polarization Parameter HR0R, HR1R; PBS(Polarization Beam Splitter), 
D(Detector), SA(spectrum analyzer).  

The measurement of H�2-parameter is accomplished by allowing HOPS to pass through a rotator inclined with its 

optic axis at 45 P

0
P with respect to the x axis which converts the basis of description (𝐞� RxR, 𝐞� RyR) to new primed description 

of bases (𝐞� Rx’R, 𝐞� Ry’R) so that quantum complex amplitudes get transformed as, a�x'
†  = (2) P

-1/ 2
P ( a�x

†  + a�y)  and a�y' = (2) P

-1/ 2
P (- 

a�x
† + a�y) / 2P

1/ 2
P (see Eq.10). Rotated beam is sent into the PBS (see Fig 4) which separated spatially it into their 

orthogonal components in the basis (𝐞� Rx’R, 𝐞� Ry’R). H�2 -parameter of the incident beam is now obtained by taking the 

difference-signal by SA between detected photon numbers by the detectors, D owing to simple relationship, H�2 = 

a�ya�x + a�y
† a�x

† = a�x'
† a�x' - a�y'

† a�y'. 

                                    

Fig.3 Formal Proposed experiment for measurement of the Hidden Polarization Parameter HR2R; R(rotator), PBS(Polarization Beam Splitter), 

D(Detector), SA(spectrum analyzer). Clearly, the difference in photon-numbers in the basis (𝐞� Rx’R, 𝐞� Ry’R) is the parameter H�2 in the basis (𝐞� RxR, 𝐞� RyR). 

Measurement of the H�3-parameter is affected by a slight variant of the above method in which a phase-

shifter is inserted before rotator on the way of HOPS which is then allowed to impinge on PBS. Effectively, the 

basis (𝐞� RxR, 𝐞� RyR) is transformed to new basis (𝐞� Rx’R, -i𝐞� Ry’R) so that quantum complex amplitudes bear relations a�x'
†  = ( 2) P

 -1/ 2
P 
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( a�x
†  - i a�y) and a�y' = - ( 2) P

 -1/ 2
P ( a�x

† + i a�y) (see Eq.10). Thus the H�3-parameter of the beam is obtained by taking the 

difference-signal between detected photons by spectrum analyzer as H�3 has relation, H�3 = i( a�y
† a�x

† - a�ya�x ) = a�x'
† a�x' - 

a�y'
† a�y' (see Fig.4).             

 

Fig.4 Formal Proposed experiment for measurement of the Hidden Polarization Parameter HR3R; PS(phase shifter), R(rotator), PBS(Polarization 

Beam Splitter), D(Detector), SA(spectrum analyzer).  

Conclusion: We have proposed the design of a hybrid-device consituted by non-linear (Phase-conjugating) and 

linear-optical elements (Polarizer, Polarization Beam splitter and mirror) for the generation of Hidden optical-

polarization in which ‘ratio of amplitudes’ and ‘sum in phases’ in two orthogonal modes are non-random parameters 

and also for the measurement of their parameters. It is seen that usual optical-polarization can be concealed by inter-

converting it into HOPS. Hidden optical-polarization parameters HOPS, being not a polarized-state in ordinary 

sense, may serve generalization of Optical-Polarization state furnishing an addendum to the electromagnetic field 

states. 
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Prakash and Prof R Prakash. 
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